
Killing in the name (Jazz)
Rage Against The Machine

Intro 8ème mes : Killing in the name of!

A - Thème (8 mes.)

B - Couplet
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses

A - Refrain
Huh!                 Killin’ in the name ov
                     Killin’ in the name ov

C - Post refrain
     And now you do what they told ya
     And now you do what they told ya
     And now you do what they told ya
     And now you do what they told ya

D - Couplet
Those who died, are justified, 
for wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites
You justify, those that died,
by wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites

Those who died, are justified, 
for wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites
You justify, those that died,
by wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites

A - Thème (8 mes.)  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Killing in the name (Rage Against The Machine)

B - Couplet
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses
Some of those that work forces, are the same that burn 
crosses

A - Refrain
Huh!                 Killin’ in the name ov
                     Killin’ in the name ov

C - Post refrain 
     And now you do what they told ya, now you're under 
control
     And now you do what they told ya, now you're under 
control
     And now you do what they told ya, now you're under 
control
     And now you do w hat they told ya

D - Couplet
Those who died, are justified, 
for wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites
You justify, those that died,
by wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites

Those who died, are justified, 
for wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites
You justify, those that died,
by wearing the badge, they're the chosen whites

E - Solo

Outro 
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